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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Ut elit tellus, luctus nec ullamcorper mattis, pulvinar dapibus leo.
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【Press release】Prize-winning: Raiden series triumphs in Taiwan Excellence Awards 2017
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【Press release】Prize-winning design quality: Raiden series triumphs in Red Dot Award: Product Design 2016
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【Press Release】 AVEXIR Technologies Corp. officially authorized RAM LED light tube patent to Team Group, together to create new DRAM market
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【Press release】AVEXIR Technologies Corp announced two ASUS ROG certified memory products- IMPACT series & Red Tesla series
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Let’s meet AVEXIR at 2016 COMPUTEX TAIPEI from 5/31 to 6/4. Booth No. I0818
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【Press release】Rectron is now Avexir official distributor in region of Australia
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【With Red Tesla& Impact series, we are beyond stronger! Part2】-Time to Mod and Review Red Tesla and Impact series
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Raiden Series

The world exclusive patented technology
 of plasma tubes to mimic lighting effect









Blitz Series

Tailored to gamer and overclocker







S100 Series

The World First LED SSD










ROG Impact

New legendary high performance
DDR4 memory









Core Series

The Classic LED Breathing Light Effect










Brand Belief


AVEXIR Technologies Corp. was established in 2006 by its general manager Mr. Cheng Han Hong with the belief of becoming the “Global leading brand supplier for memory applied products”. He has tried different management strategies such as branding and OEM. He then undertook the OEM business, gained profits and experience and gradually raised the fund and made solid foundations for AVEXIR Technologies.
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CMF BY NOTHING Buds Review: A Symphony For The Ears And A Delight For The Aesthetes			
In a world where personal audio devices are as ubiquitous as the smartphone screens we stare at incessantly, the CMF BY NOTHING Buds entices with
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The Benefits of Cloud Backup Services			
For businesses, backing up data has never been more essential. And yet, many companies fail to take adequate steps to ensure their electronic records are
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An Effective Review: How to Reflect Thoughts and Impressions Correctly			
The realm of reviewing is vast, encompassing many forms and purposes. For students, studying is a testament to their understanding of a subject and reflects
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Review Writing Skills and Professional Student Development			
The craft of review writing is not limited to mere feedback on products or services. It is vital in several professions, shaping how businesses operate
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The Importance of Writing a Review for Students: What Advantages It Can Bring			
The art of writing reviews isn’t merely about sharing opinions. Its benefits go far beyond the traditional lessons of the classroom. On this journey, students
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Unlocking the Mysteries of Your iPhone: A Comprehensive Guide			
The iPhone, a ubiquitous device, has nestled itself into the pockets of approximately 1.2 billion users worldwide. While making calls, sending texts, capturing photos, and
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[Top 10] Best Razer Gaming Headsets & Headphones			
With so many headsets and headphones currently on the market, it can sometimes seem difficult to find the right model. Anyone looking for a coherent
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[Top 10] Best Gaming Headset Under 100 Reviews			
Headphones are an indispensable element of equipment for gamers, not only because they should avoid the spread of noise outside the room. Headphones allow gamers
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Discover The Quietest Laptops For Maximum Productivity!			
Are you looking for a laptop that allows you to work or study without distractions? Do you want something that won’t disturb others around you?
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A Deep Look At D6000 Dock: An Essential Piece Of Hardware For Any Home Office Setup			
I recently had the pleasure of using the Dell D6000 Dock in my home office setup, and I’m thrilled to report that it’s a great
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Silence Is Golden: Enjoy Maximum Comfort With Our Quietest Ergonomic Keyboard			
Are you tired of hearing the constant clatter from your keyboard? Want a comfortable typing experience without disturbing those around you? Our quietest ergonomic keyboard
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Unboxing And Reviewing ASR 1000: An In-Depth Look At Gaming Console 			
The ASR 1000 is the latest gaming console to hit the market and it looks like a real winner. With its sleek design, powerful processor,
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Maximize Your Computer’s Performance with 2 8GB Ram Sticks: A Comprehensive Review			
Are you looking to maximize your computer’s performance? Installing two 8GB RAM sticks is an excellent way to do just that. But with so many
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The Ultimate Guide To Unlocking The Potential Of HP Proliant Server			
When it comes to enterprise-level computing, the HP Proliant Server is one of the most trusted and reliable solutions available. With its impressive array of
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Unleashing Power Of Logitech G600 Drivers: An In-depth Analysis			
Are you looking for a gaming mouse that can help take your gaming skills to the next level? If so, then you should definitely consider
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Nemix RAM – The Best RAM To Increase Your System’s Speed And Efficiency			
If you want to upgrade your computer’s RAM, Nemix RAM might be a perfect choice. This blog post will examine what makes Nemix RAM stand
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Inventory – A Gamer’s Best Friend			
So this is an inventory a gamers best friend? Well, it is only fitting that we look at all the cool stuff that will be
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How the Best and Brightest Use Their Computers			
How do we learn, well, anything? We watch how others do it. It’s how I learned to throw a baseball, smoke a cigar, drive a
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Top 5 Best Trackball Mouse Reviews			
With the rise of the smartphone over the last decade, beginning with Apple’s iPhone, touchscreens have become ubiquitous. We are all now familiar with working
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The Ultimate Guide to Securing Your Online E-commerce Laptop Website			
Do you run or plan to launch an e-commerce website that sells laptops and accessories? If so, you’re probably aware that the online retail industry
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Top 10 Best Gaming Mouse Under $50 – Buy Gaming Mice for Cheap Price			
A gaming mouse is a better version of a standard desktop mouse, loaded with some additional features and functions that make it suitable for the
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Top 5 Best FPS and RTS Gaming Mouse To Buy Online			
If you are a loyal fan of FPS (first person shooter) and RTS (real time strategy) video games, you will swear by the importance of
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7 Best Gaming Laptops Under $2000			
You looking for a gaming laptop in the $2000 price range means you really care about your device’s hardware and performance. We won’t disappoint you
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Best N64 HDMI Converter			
With the resurgence of classic games, people are taking out from the box their old GameCube, Xbox, and Nintendo64. These retro games are not compatible
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Cheapest ATX Case – Get The Most Bang For Your Buck With This Affordable ATX Case			
Are you on the hunt for a reliable and cheapest ATX case? Look no further! This blog post will review the cheapest ATX case money
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Ryzen7 Gaming PC: A Powerful Machine for Serious Gamers			
Are you a serious gamer looking for the best gaming experience but finding the right PC for gaming can be difficult? Many PCs don’t have
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An Unbiased Review Of The Titan PC – Does It Live Up To The Hype? 			
Are you looking for a reliable PC? The Titan PC is the latest and greatest in computer technology. It promises to be faster, more powerful,
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https://avexir.com/ is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to amazon.com. Amazon, the Amazon logo, AmazonSupply, and the AmazonSupply logo are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.
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